IMPROVING YOU MEDIA EFFICIENCY
Optimising your media strategy by meaningful big data analysis

REALITY ANALYTICS

Why Reality Analytics?

The challenge of most tracking tools is that they are
incomplete and only solve part of the puzzle:
• No integration of brand, media and creative
strategies.
• No possibilities to enrich your data with nonsurvey based data sources.
• No insights in where, when and how to allocate
your media budget.
• Deliverables are complex and only look back,
not forward.
• Questionnaires are too long and boring
That’s why we developed Reality Analytics;
the tracking solution that integrates different
data sources to support your brand, media and
advertising strategy.

Reality analytics integrates different data sources to
provide a holistic view of the performance of your
brand in all layers of the marketing funnel.
It is based on scientific principles combined with a
pragmatic, actionable view on media planning that
helps you to understand and predict media efficiency
and increase your ROI.

5 Reality Principles

Reality Analytics is based on five simple but
essential principles:

1

We integrate all data sources

2

We leverage scientific knowledge

3

We develop engaging & device agnostic
surveys

4

We provide actionable dashboards

5

We enable an easy transition using all
existing knowledge & (back)data

These principles are developed using our 25+
years of experience in brand tracking and media
planning.

Process

Our team of brand-, media-, and IT specialists will
provide 24/7 access to a customised dashboard for
continuous monitoring.
We combine survey based and external data in a
sophisticated media model to predict and optimise
your media. Reality Analytics is supported by an
actionable dashboard specifically designed to steer
and optimise.

More info about DVJ Insights or our Reality Analytics approach? Contact us!
www.dvj-insights.com | info@dvj-insights.com | +31(0)88 2345 700
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Case study – What drives sales?

One of our clients wanted to better understand the
relation between their sales- and tracking data.
Our innovative tracking approach integrated survey
data with their web- and social analytics, media
data and sales data. This allowed us to understand
the underlying relationships between all relevant
data sources, and determine the key drivers that
predict sales.
We used advanced statistical analyses like multi
attribution modelling to find patterns in data and
predict the potential impact of future campaigns to
optimize ROI.

We found that there was a strong correlation between website visits, a brand specific KPI and sales.

Because we also used some of our unique qualitative techniques in our Reality Analytics approach we
were able to determine how consumers verbalised
the main brand KPI so that it could be used in their
advertising strategy.

Based on their historic media spend and -mix we
were able to determine where, when and how to invest in media to influence this main KPI. Our unique
bandwidth analysis now helps them to control their
investments.

Our client uses this information to brief their creative- and media agencies to optimise their campaign strategy.

ABOUT DVJ INSIGHTS

DVJ Insights is a research and consultancy agency with a global footprint. We help our clients
understanding how to realise growth by identifying relevant drivers, optimising communication, improving the customer experience and introduce winning products and solutions in
organisations.
We believe that research is all about listening. Listening to our clients to make sure the research is embedded in the organisation and answers the right questions, and listening to
consumers by giving them the opportunity to express their feelings and share their stories.
We add value by leveraging the experience and expertise of our seasoned research and consultancy team, and staying true to our innovative mass qualitative philosophy.

More info about DVJ Insights or our Reality Analytics approach? Contact us!
www.dvj-insights.com | info@dvj-insights.com | +31(0)88 2345 700

